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theories arguing that dispersed social
systems, common in great ape but not
monkey societies, caused selection
pressures favouring advanced social
cognitive abilities [10].
Supplemental data
Supplemental data are available at http://
www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/
full/18/7/R288/DC1
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Use-induced motor
plasticity affects
the processing
of abstract and
concrete language
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Traditional analyses of language [1]
emphasize an arbitrary correspondence
between linguistic symbols and their
extensions in the world, but recent
behavioral and neurophysiological
[2,3] studies have demonstrated a
processing link between a symbol and
its extension: that is, comprehension
of language about concrete events
relies in part on a simulation process
that calls on neural systems used
in perceiving and acting on those
extensions. It is an open question,
however, whether this simulation
process is necessary for abstract
language understanding [4,5]. Here
we report how, using a new technique
based on use-induced neural plasticity
[6], we have obtained evidence for a
causal link between the motor system
and the comprehension of both
concrete and abstract language.
Participants were required to
move, one at a time, 600 beans
from a wide- mouthed container to a
target — a narrow-mouthed container,
an arm’s length away. The movement
direction was either toward or away
from the body, as determined by the
location of the target. After moving all
the beans, participants read nonsense
and sensible sentences describing
transfer of concrete objects or
abstract information toward or away
from themselves (see Table S1 in the
Supplemental Data for examples).
On measuring the time required to
judge the sentences as sensible, we
observed an interaction between the
direction of previous bean movement
and the direction of described transfer
(toward or away) for both the concrete
and abstract sentences. That is,
modifying the motor system affected
processes used in the comprehension
of both concrete and abstract
language.
In the first experiment, after
moving the beans (for approximately
20 minutes), participants read (for
approximately 10 minutes) sensible

and nonsense sentences. The
grammatical objects named concrete
items or abstract information, and the
sentences described transfer of the
objects either toward the reader, away
from the reader, or no transfer. There
was a significant interaction such that
participants were slower to make the
sensible judgment, by pressing a key
on a keyboard with the right index
finger, when sentences described
transfer in a direction that matched
the direction of previous bean
practice (p = 0.02; abstract alone,
p = 0.04, see Figure 1 and details in
Supplemental Data).
Repeated production or perception
of a word results in a temporary loss
of meaning termed semantic satiation
[7]. If participants are covertly saying
“toward” or “away” while performing
the bean task, then later sentence
comprehension might suffer because
of the satiation phenomenon. We
tested this alternative in experiment
2 by replacing the bean task with
600 trials of judging if a stimulus
was a word (“toward” or “away”)
or an anagram of that word. Then,
participants judged the same
sentences as in experiment 1. The
absence of any interactions (ps > 0.35)
between stimulus word and sentence
direction indicates that the interaction
found in experiment 1 is not due to the
sort of verbal repetition that produces
semantic satiation.
The concrete sentences were
changed in experiment 3 so that they
did not describe any movement.
Instead, they described events that
were near or far from the grammatical
subject, and manipulated the
grammatical person of the sentence
subject (see Table S1). We replicated
the interaction for abstract sentences
describing transfer (although at
p = 0.06), but now in the absence
of concrete sentences describing
transfer that might have biased a
motoric interpretation of the abstract
sentences. Furthermore, failure to find
the critical interaction for the concrete
sentences demonstrates that, in the
absence of language about transfer,
differences in location (p = 0.68) or
grammatical subject (p = 0.11 in the
wrong direction) do not contribute to
the effect.
How abstract are the motor
system controllers that the bean
task changes? In experiment 4,
participants moved the beans with
the right arm and hand, but half
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abstract information engages action
controllers because abstract transfer
is grounded in concrete transfer early
in learning [2,4].
In summary, these results provide
the strongest evidence to date
that comprehension of language
describing both concrete and abstract
events engages the motor system. In
addition, they also demonstrate for
the first time use-induced plasticity at
the level of action, not just at the level
of motor control [6].
Supplemental data
Supplemental data are available at http://
www.current-biology.com/cgi/content/
full/18/7/R290/DC1
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Figure 1. A link between the motor system and language comprehension.
The size of the interaction is computed so that positive going bars indicate that moving beans
(or performing a lexical decision in experiment 2) slows judgments of sentences describing
actions in the same direction [(M11–M12) – (M21–M22); where the first subscript indexes toward
or away sentences and the second subscript indexes toward or away bean practice]. In experiment 3, the interaction for Near/Far is computed by treating near sentences as equivalent
to toward sentences (because the transferred object in toward sentences ends up near the
reader) and the interaction for grammatical person is computed by treating sentences with
third person subjects as equivalent to toward sentences (because toward sentences always
had third person subjects). The error bars are approximately one standard error computed as
the square root of the quotient of the analysis variance interaction error term divided by the
sample size. Abs, abstract; Con, concrete; LH, left hand index finger assigned to the “sensible”
response; RH, right hand index finger assigned to the “sensible” response.

responded “sensible” with the
right- hand index finger and half used
the left-hand index finger. Considering
the right-hand condition, the
interaction was significant (p = 0.02;
abstract alone, p = 0.01). However, the
interactions were not significant when
responding “sensible” with the left
hand index finger (ps > 0.28).
Our interpretation of these results
is that moving 600 beans with the
right hand induces short-term plastic
changes in the cortical representation
of actions that are hypothesized to
be primarily located in the left inferior
frontal and parietal regions [8] and
that affect language processing
[3]. But why is linguistic processing
slowed by use-induced plastic
changes in the matching controller
(for example, responding to away
sentences is slowed by previous
practice in the away direction)?
There are at least three (not
necessarily mutually exclusive)
interpretations for the observed
slowing given the hypothesis that
action planning and sentence

processing are carried out by the
same system. First: bean movement
in one direction induces peripheral
fatigue in the effector. The action
controllers respond to this fatigue by
increasing their output, but with a loss
of specificity to one action. Similar
mechanisms are known to occur in
response to muscular fatigue in the
primary motor cortex [9]. Second:
bean movement, although initially
requiring voluntary initiation, may
become a semiautomatic movement
towards the end of the 600 trials,
thus down-regulating the activity in
the action-specific controllers, as
has been previously shown during
the overlearning and automatization
of motor sequences [10]. And
third, bean movement modifies the
stimulus-response behavior of the
action controllers so that they are
increasingly tuned to the motor task
of moving beans with a concomitant
loss of responsiveness to the
sentence processing task. Under
all three interpretations, we assume
that the comprehension of transfer of
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